Abstract-The dual adaptive controls derived for a linear unknown drifting parameters plant from the Bellman equation in a semi-explicit form is analysed numerically in this paper. The probing signal generation mechanism is discussed and shown that the dual controls are dependent on certain (probing) function that drives the estimation process initially in full range of unknown parameters and then selectively with respect to the model inaccuracy. It improves the model most in this part where the model is most inaccurate (variation peak) if the drifting parameters are error-estimated compared to the average steady-state level of drift. The instantaneous cost is enhanced correspondingly in the most inaccurate part of the model and well indicates the inaccuracy of the model with respect to the past estimated trajectory.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE dual adaptive control, or actively adaptive control, was a rolling focus in the early 60´s [2] and 70´s [19, 20, 21, 6 ] but forgotten later for many years because of huge analytical and computational difficulties. Some progress was made in simple two-step dual control problems solved [24, 14, 15] and more complex problems but the latter solved only at the expense of huge simplifications [20, 21, 22, 6] , for the latest simplifications, see [3] and the references therein. A mall control effect was found in simple problems [16] while promising effect in the complex problems [3, 19, 20] . This contradiction was solved later and found that the dual controls are beneficial in the case of constant unknown parameters where the estimation process can fully stop [24, 23, 3] . Also the dual controls can stop the estimation process if the original control problem and the separated control are not equivalent but the dual controls can be designed to fit these two problems and to avoid the stopping issue [18] . In the case of unknown drifting parameters the control effect is small if the drift is a stationary process [17] . Although that covers many practical processes the drifting parameters case is still interesting because the controls are essentially the same in the case of constant parameters but some difficulties of the problem with constant parameters do not appear in the drifting parameters problem. The latter problem is analysed in this paper; it explains the probing signal generation mechanism without any auxiliary perturbation or extension of the probability space as conventionally explained in the stochastic control theory [5, 11] . This theory advanced rapidly since the early 60´s especially in studies of completely nonlinear and degenerate Bellman equation for the controlled diffusion processes. Numerous theoretical [8] and computational [9, 10] problems where solved. For dual control the most interesting results are (i) the Bellman equation in the lattice of measures developed for the degenerate controlled diffusion processes and (ii) the evidence that this a fully nonlinear equation can be computed with a reasonable accuracy. These theoretical results are published in series of papers by Krylov, e.g. [9, 10] . For a comprehensive survey of the controlled diffusion processes that are partly related to the dual control problem, see [1] and the references therein. The controlled diffusion processes theory [8] was partly applied on some interesting dual control problems in [12, 13] but on the functional level only that did not lead to the computation of controls. In some cases [17, 18] direct application of the Bellman equation leads to the dual controls in semi-explicit form. Since old days (in the early 60´s) the speed of computers is increased drastically and good solvers for solution of fully nonlinear PDEs have been developed. The advanced control theory helps to derive the dual controls in a semi-explicit form and development of the computing means help to apply a high resolution calculation for their computing from the Bellman equation. Hence, this paper is a completion of the progress made by many authors of the stochastic control theory and computing theory and practice. This paper aims solution of a specific dual control problem discussed next.
II. THE PROBLEM AND SOLUTION The dual control problem formulated and solved in [17, 18] is simplified and summarized underneath.
A. The Control Problem
The problem is to minimize the average quadratic cost ( )
with respect to the partially observed stochastic system (2)-(4) that is bilinear in respect to the controls and unobserved drift parameters ( ) Admissible controls are set by measurable functions (i.e., causal, feedback controls) supporting a strong solution [8, 7] to the system (2)-(4). For a refined statement, see [18] .
The system (2)- (4) is an application of linear regression model (3) with unknown time-varying parameters frequently used as a non-stationary plant description.
B. The Separated Control Problem
The original control problem (1)-(4) can be converted to the separated control problem (5)-(7) using the filtering results [7] . The separated control problem is to minimize the quadratic cost (5) ( )
with respect to the completely observed stochastic system ( )
which the diffusivity matrix σ depends on the controls and system state ( )
In (6), w is the innovation process that has the Wiener process properties and is related to the measurements and the estimated model by (9) ( ) ( )
In (6)- (7), t m is the conditional mean of drift and t γ is the estimation covariance (accuracy).
C. Semi-explicit Dual Controls
The separated control problem can be represented as an initial value problem through the Bellman equation (10) ( ) 
In ( Formally, the problem (10)- (11) can be solved and the optimal controls (12) derived for any moment 0 t T
and controls (13) derived for the terminal moment
In (12), t P is the probing function (14) , recalled in [17, 18] due to the probing features.
( ) ( )
The optimal controls (12) depend on the probing function (14) via the value function v that satisfies the equation (15 
with the terminal condition (16) ( )
This type of controls (12), (13) was referred [2] as the dual controls or actively adaptive controls [19, 20] .
In the further calculation steps the value function is solved numerically from (15)- (16) , saved in a lookup table along with the derivatives required for calculation of the probing function (14) and then they are used for prompt calculation of the dual controls (12) . These calculations are computationally light if a singe input single output (SISO) system is analysed.
III. NUMERICAL BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The dual controls can be obtained as a solution of the problem that minimizes the square functional (19) ( ) 
with respect to the partially observed stochastic system ( ) 0.05 0.5 0.05
The initial state (0) 
Also the dual controls (24) are somewhat simpler than (12) 
This benchmark example was numerical analysed in [17, 18] and numerous results can be found there. They characterize processes in the time-domain: the evolution of value function is analysed, the dual controls are compared with the certainty equivalent controls and cautious controls. In this paper our concern is the probing function properties in the spatial domain. How they affect the dual controls, the estimation quality and the instant losses, and why? To answer on these questions is all-inclusive if we distinguish between the partial processes: 1) positive (-a 0 /a 1 > 0) drift, 2) negative (-a 0 /a 1 < 0) drift, 3) zero drift (a 0 = 0), and 4) random walk (a 0 = a 1 = 0).
IV. THE DUAL CONTROL PROPERTIES
The effect of dual controls is small in comparison to the cautious controls. It is small in the case of drifting plant [17] and as a result some specific difficulties do not arise in this case as they rise in the case of constant unknown parameters [23, 18] left out by purpose in this paper -the drift is assumed to be a non-degenerate stochastic process. The significance of dual controls is not the point we are going to demonstrate but: How they act and on what they influence. The dual controls are much more significant in the case of constant unknown parameters and their effect is in many aspects similar to the drifting plant case but scaled up there.
Discussion of the results of numerical analysis requires numerous figures. In this paper this number is reduced by considering of all process at the same value, say variation equal to γ = 0.75, which is a purely presentational choice and not principal. Also some figures (left out) are explained in words without data. The most interesting dual control properties are discussed next.
A. The optimal cost
The value function solved from the Bellman equation is demonstrated in Fig. 1 in the case of random walk drift. 
B. The Probing Function Properties
The dual controls are driven by the probing function (23) shown in Fig. 2 . The probing function is shifted along the mean value x-axis to the left or right in dependence on the steady-state level a 0 /a 1 of the conditional mean (6). The shift is opposite (minus) and proportional to the average steadystate level: -a 0 /a 1 . For a positive average steady-state level of the drift -a 0 /a 1 = +0.1 (recall it as the positive drift) the shift is to the left and for a negative steady-state level 0 1 / 0 a a − < it is to the right as shown in Fig. 2 . Being so, the dual controls (24) have more gain to "push" the process away from the wrongly estimated by sign mean value (if it is on the left and average value of the drift (2) is on the right) than from the correctly estimated by sign mean value (if it is on the right). The curve depends on the unconditional variance as well (in figure: γ = 0.75) and is less for a less variance. For a small enough variance the probing function itself is small 0 t P = and therefore out of interest. The probing function is not shifted in either side for a process with the zero steady-state level, and also not shifted in the case of a random walk process (Fig. 2) . In these cases the dual control tries to push the mean value process away from the less favourable for identification zero values without specific preferences on the neither sides. In the case of random walk, the dual control is less selective around the zeroes and more time-dependent than in the short-term drift case. This is because no benefit for identification can be withdrawn from the short-term process dynamics but withdrawn gradually from the slowly floating random walk level. The probing function depends on the time-to-go-on weakly expect close to the terminal moment; it is dependent on the time more in the case of a random walk process. The probing function is an increasing function of variation (γ = 0.75 in Fig. 2) . Initially, in short period (t < 1), when variation is big the probing function is also big and its negative part in the denominator of controls (23) generates a big probing signal (all other terms are positive in the denominator) as we demonstrate next.
C. The Control Properties
The dual controls are most active in the same location with the probing function where the probing function is large. In this manner, the dual controls are drift-forced to change asymmetrically with respect to the origin in Fig. 3 . Consider the asymmetric bump of controls as a probing signal. Location of the bump is irrespective of the target value. By change of the target value 0.15 λ = − to the opposite value 0.15 λ = the curve in mirror results (these mirror data are not shown). The controls are almost independent of time similarly to the lack of this dependence in the probing function itself. The probing part of controls is symmetric in the case of zero steady-state level (Fig. 3) . It is smaller and less dependent on time if compared to the random walk process, which probing function is more selective than in the case of short-term drift.
The mean value and variation processes are relatively regular (Fig. 4) if compare to the controlled processes (Fig.  5) . The diffusivity 2 t t u σ γ = is proportional to the dual controls. This gives certain irregular ("bang-bang" like) behaviour to the controlled processes (Fig. 5 ). However these processes are still regular because the probing function is small enough to reduce the denominator of controls (24) up to zero in the stationary drift case as is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . The dual controls are activated in the same location with the probing function in Fig. 1 . The dual controls are symmetric if the conditional mean has the zero steady-state level and also symmetric in the random walk case. Fig. 5 through the multiple 5-realisations of the controlled processes. The mean value and true processes are both controlled by the same dual controls but different Wiener process trajectories were generated in each realization. Beside the initial peaks there is no other large peak in Fig. 5 that is an indication of relative smoothness of dual controls in the case of non-degenerate stationary drift processes. Notice also that the true process is more affected by a noise than the estimated process in the control target neighbourhood. This is because the dual controls do not stabilize a drifting process exactly; they eliminate the initial uncertainty and then they track the drift with the best attainable accuracy. The control accuracy for the estimated process is always better than for the true process. Although they are influence by the same feedback controls (24) ( , , ) 
D. The Estimation Properties
The variance is highest around zero mean where the least information is available on unknown drift. Hence, the dual control may be thought to be most active there but not precisely. The dual control degreases the variance most in the same location with the large negative value of probing function. For positive average drift it decreases the variance most on the left and for negative average drift on the right as is demonstrated in Fig. 6 : obviously a more negative variation-change-rate γ reduces variation more. For zero average drift the dual control degreases the variance around the zero value. It degreases more in the case of a random walk process expect very close to the zero where the dual control looses information anyway; at zero the dual controls are unable to support the achieved accuracy of estimates. The dual controls cannot affect variation in the exact zero m = 0 because this stops the estimation process (u = 0 and σ = 0). However, in our non-degenerate case (b = 0.05 > 0) the estimation process starts shortly again. Fig. 6 . The variance-change-rate is asymmetric function in both cases of the positive and negative average drifts, and symmetric function in the case of zero average drift; it decreased most in the random walk process.
These estimation properties are valid irrespective to the control target.
E. The Cost Function Properties
The integrand under the cost function (5) . The horn can be on the left side or right side in dependence on the whether the average drift is positive or negative. In the cases of zero average drift and random walk process there are two horns in the both sides. The horns indicate that the current cost is high in the zero neighbourhoods but not high sharply in the zero because the controls are designed (K > 0) to avoid peak in the zero. Here again high cost pushes the estimation process away from the wrongly estimated value (if the estimate is different by sign from the average drift sign and is neutral if they are signed similarly). The push is weaker and equally distributed around zero in the case of zero average drift; it is somehow stronger in the case of a random walk process. 
The horns are similar but much bigger if the CE controls are applied (Fig. 8) instead of dual controls. Certainly the instant cost V is different from the optimal cost (value function) v because it is not integrated in time and not averaged over the future random processes. Compare these functions for positive drift in Figs 7 and 9. Some weak similarities between the instant cost V and optimal cost v can be reproduced by scaling one of the functions also for negative and zero drift and for a random walk model. 
V. CONCLUSION
The stated dual control problem for a static plant is solved without significant simplifications. The first part of the problem is solved analytically in a semi-explicit form and the rest part solved numerically. The probing mechanism of dual controls is detected afterwards in the numerical analysis. It is shown that a probing function detected controls the estimation process by its effect on the control signal. The probing function affects most initially and later in the average drift neighbourhood if the estimated process is fault estimated by sign. Also in the case of zero average drift the probing function affects most in the zero neighbourhoods where the model is most inaccurate. No other explanations (randomization, extension of the probability space, relaxation of controls) are required than the probing function itself to explain the behaviour of dual controls.
